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Tba mission described in this docuEnt included 2 sorts of 
objectives. 

Far 1Jnido, it was to obtain data cu Jlalaysia's capacity and 
mti vation for the developmnt of industrial production for lcw cost 
housing. The visit of five plants showed tl'.at there &eeJilS to be no 
proble• from thP. point of view cf kno~how and the quality cf the 
production tools, though the problem of the invest:ment capacity reJ1121.ins. 

For the Jralaysian Authorities, the ai• was to assess the progress 
and nature of the work for the development oi the use of modular 
coordination, to off er working directions, and· to offer their technical 
assistance to the imple•ntat~on of sbndards opening the way to an 
industrialization of construction. 

Tba mission has brought to light the evolution of the program's 
objective, which turns towards open indu.strialization. To achieve this, 
it is necessary to proceed with some research OD assemblies and j Dints; 
to avoid going too far in preferential dimensions, and to tie closer 
links with the industries. 

1JIS=.4USS <February 1987> 
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For faster and cheaper building, a way is often taken with success: it 
consists in encouraging the production of industrialized housing. Part of 
the hazardous wcrk on site is transferred to the manufacturer of components 
who executes it in the conditions of quality offered by a plant. 

Several situations coexist in the industrial solution: either to 
produce a high number of identical housing with the saJE technology. This 
is closed prefabrication. Or, on the other hand, produce catalogue 
co..iponents compatible with thc-;e of other mnufacturers: this is the 
concept of open industrialization, offering a Variety of designs. 

Jralaysia has chosen the latter. However, in this country there dc:es not 
yet exist a genuine industry of COJIPOn&nts, it is therefore necessary to 
incite the private sector to invest. 

But in order to produce compatible components, 
industrial1sts 111st apply a number of rules said 
coordination•. 

designers anci 
•of dimensional 

Banking on an incitation by Demand, the Jralaysian Authorities encourage 
an implementation of coordination for the greatest number possible of 
projects, thus opening a market for potential CODpOnent :11&nuiacturers. 

This intention founds expression in an intensive three year program& 
<1986/1988> for the extension of the use of the rules of mldular 
coordination. 

This three year prograJmE plans to resort to foreign consultants, 
faJl:lliar with thesa questions, who can offer local operators the neeessary 
technical assistance. After this progru had been followed for one year, 
the ai• of the Jl:i&&ion was to: 

- examine the progression of work plal1Jl8cl and give their opinion on the 
content of documents realized, under way or planned, 

- analyze the planned progra:mme and suggest necessary adJustJ1&nts 

- aesess the couLtry's capacity to start on ar industrial production of 
components. 
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This :muth-long llissiou was divided into three parts. First. the 
Jralaysian Ac~horities sent the ezpert for his prior study, a J11Jnth before 
departure the completed work on which the critical examination and 
~ntaries were to be •de. 

The part an the srot lad to the confrontation of opinions and re:arks 
with their authors, and to organize an infol'llllltion day on the the• 0>f 
di•nsional coordination. llso in Xalaysia, f1 ve visits of plants and 
realizations were effected in order to assess the capacity of the sector to 
start with the industrialized production of components. 

The t.41.rd part allowd the compilation of .additional data necessary for 
the cmq>letion of the study and the realization of this document. 

Froa the point of view of r&$Ults, the informtion obtained during the 
lli&&ion, enabled: 

- the drawing up of the technological know-how of the precast concrete 
industry in Jlalaysia, 

- the assessment of the progress of the prog•aJ11J11e and a nullber of 
remarks and opinions on the wort: planned, 

- a nullber of technical contributions when considered necessary in 
order to alleviate a difficulty. 
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1-G'IQRII. lm;uJiS Q IM :UiIIG DIDO 

A-Traditional teclPdqves currently used in Xala,sia 

The develap2nt of inc!ustrialized building is still rather limited, 
except in certain important housing progrumr!s near or in the large towns. 

The traditicmal Car cauventicmal> techniques the most extensively used 
include for the JKJSt part: 

Valls 

Boll~ concrete :masonry blocks which can be left without coating but 
can be painted. The othEr traditional techaiq•1a consists in the completion 
of a beaJl/colum ~rete structure placed on site, with shells of full 
bl-icks of 6. 5 x 11 x 22 c• type. This technique if:; mre extensively used in 
collective buildings and buildings for other prurposes that' housing 
<schools, shops, offices •.. >. 

Fl.nars 

They generally consist in full slabs of .concreta placed in wooden 
zsulds realized on order. 

They are of rlaced concrete or made of a steel string bearing wooden 
steps. It seems to ,)8 a m>re econolli~l technique locally. 

Of local timber for low and JllBdium cost housing. The design is rather 
simple bacause oi the favourable climate. i~ither sealing joints nor double 
glazing. The ab&e&tea of size standarc\s is deplored by contractors and 
mnufactunrs, for it engenders a nee.: penmnent production mado to 
•aGUre, which increases cost. 

lore and :mere indu•triali:tad, of ti:mber for reasons of quality and 
speed of assembly. The fra•works a6&8mbled on site werP. often realized 
with timbers that-were insufficiently resi•tant to under-roof temperatures. 

1/oofs 

Preferably o! concrete er burnt clay tiles <au~cess symbol), or else of 
corrugated a2be&tcs/ce:ment, cheaper. 
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One mist emphasize that the current low cost of labour always makes the 
traditional techniques more advantageous than industrial constructions. Two 
considerations can mxlify this situation: 

- The traditional construction does not always have a good image, for 
there is no guarantee over 6 months, or 1 year. In a climate of increased 
competitiveness, small fil'llS are tempted to build faster, without always 
respecting a Jdnimi• standard of quality. 

- If industrial construction could benefit from a mass effect, for 
example vi.th the production of compatible components on an open market, the 
cost obtained could be favourable to industrialized constructions. 

B-Scale rd values admttecl betwen low/:mdiUJI and high cost housing 

Scale of sell1Jl8 price 

D 25 1)00 D 100 000 
low cost housing I low/Ediu• and •diu:m/low cost housing I 
housing 

• high cost 

The D 25 000 11111 t value for the low cost housing seeJE accepted by 
everybody. Between D 25 000 and D 100 000 different levels: of medium 
cost. 

Cast price a:f l0tt cast baasJ.118 

A 60 r low cost sold D 25 000 including land, road, water and 
electricity connections costs between XS 8 000 and 11 000. These values 
vary td t11 the price of -the land and the prices practiced by the lor.;.al 
contractors. 

Of this cost price, 75 to 80~ conceru the main structure and 
foundations. It is to be remarked that the finishings are so•what rough 
<plumbing, electricity, paint>. 

The •an cost of the •in structure, including foundations, can be 
estim.ted at XS 7 500 for a 60Dl2 house, with : 

XS 1 :"! tJSS • 4 we have tJSS 50/112 

The break-even point of a plant for the production of components has 
be~n estimated at 3000 er 5 ~00 houses on the basis of these values. 
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C-C.paci ty of tJaa couutry to h1plemnt industrialization 
af CODStructiOD with compatible components. 

1. Industrialization proce&6 currently encmraged by the Authorities. 

The objectives of the 4th five-year plan <1981/1985) planned the 
construction of 923 000 lodgings, of which 266 500 would have been low 
cost. 

Faced with the results, 406 O'TO, of which 90 480 low cost, the 
Autho~ities decided for the 5th Plan to disengage the:mselves from 
construction, counting on the dJlUllliSll of the priva~e sector to realize its 
prograllE. 

The objectives of the 5th five-year progr&lllle <1986/1990> should be of 
'101 500 lodgings, of whi~ 495 000 for the low cost - 80~ of these 
realizations taken in charge by the private ector~ that is !;52 000 
lodgings, of which 374 100 low cost. 

The desired industrialization policy should aia at l~wer housing costs, 
while imintaining, indeed increa•ing its quality. However, this evolution 
imst not be tao sudden, to prevent any nega"tive E.ffects on employment. 
According to an estimtion by the Xinistry of Housing, out of 80 000 
lodgings a year planned from 1987, half could be industrialized, of which 
30 000 in :mcdclar cccirdination Ccf below>. 

In order to develop t.be industrialization of construction, it is 
necessary that the private sector tak9 in charge the construction <and the 
corresponding financial risk> of production centres for dimnsionally 
co:mpatibla c0111pOnents. 

But th-.! private sector, before engaging itself, is waiting for a 
sufficient outlet to be perceived, indeed reserved, as c:cnventional methods 
are still c~per. 

In order to break this •vicious circle•, the .luthori ties bank on 
JllJClular coordination. By developing the projects conceived according to the 
rules of the conventions for diJl8ns!onal caordina.tion, and realized for the 
tiJl8 being With conventional techniqt:es, the Authorities bank on an 
awakening of the private sector to the mrket engendered by t~is 

conception. 

The key idea to be accepted is: Lat us forget that a plant is 
necessarily attached to a project and let us build a plant for a market 
potentially open to all projects. · 

Ad.llitting that such a demand shnuld succeed, which are the components 
to be produced in the first place? 

In vertical coordination, Jralayaia only retained option l of the ACC 
rules <Association Construction et Coordination>. Por the technical reasons 
detailed in II A 1, this decision favours the production of prefabricated 
stairs and floors, subject to the dafinit1an of preferential aizes. It is 
therefore pouible ta imagine that the materialization of a policy of 
industrialization of construction should start with: 
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- the production of flcors such as: 
.full or hollow slabs, 
.prestressed or only reinforced pre-slabs. 

- one-piece stairs or stairs in elements. 

z. state of tlle precast concrete i~ustry in JJal.aysia 

Throughout the 5 visits, tle accounts of which are appended to this 
docuJ1ent 1 we have deliberately tried to extend the noticn of component. 

Indeed, the prerequisite for the technical success of a production of 
concrete components is the •staring of the mterial. All manufacturers 
having mastered this, are potentially capable of acquiring the additional 
know-how for the production of components. 

The 5 plants <and realizations> visited cover the variety of 
productions usually encountered. 

- a multi-product plant ~th delayed deD1Julding, the production of 
whic~ began with pipes. 

- A :mono-process plant, wit~ er-·1nsive automation, for a production of 
immediately deDJulded blocks and paving blocks. 

--A plant :manufacturing components for a clos.ad system. 

- A plant produGing hollow floor slabs of pr6-stressed concrete, 
certainly the closest to the system currently followed by Xalaysia for 
an opgn iDdustrializaton. 

- Finally, for the record, a building site with a sectional formwork, a 
process radically opposed to that of the components. 

In addition to the impressions of visits, which. plant by plant, detail 
the important points, thrae coJ111Dn key ideas must be emphasized: 

- The production tools exist: Jl!Odern and well maintained, of foreign 
1111Jce 1 these tools are used with intelligence by an executing· and 
executive Gta!f of high quality. The organization of production alW3ys 
seemed vary ef f iciant. The existing production tool howaver haa a 
production capacity far insufficient compared to the potential market. 

- The same goes :!or the know-how related to the production. Be it at 
the de&igning level, Ue follow-up o:! the product's quality, the 
mastering of co.ts ur the conmercial dy'Uamism, ther·e see• to be no 
tMak link in the chain. 
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- Finally, and tJppermst, what is JKJ$"t re•rkable is the -~pacity -for 
diversification by the taki~ over of technologies fro• i~dustrialized_ 
countries, eve4 quite sophisticated: 

• pre-teusioning, 
• tile autoJEi.tic proportio~ing ~f water in the concrete, 
• the praductiou of ele•nts ia GRC Spray and Premix, 
• t4e J1aDagE<11&nt of a production unit b~ a prograllmlble 

auto•ton. 

3. Consttaction 0: a plaJlt: TlMI question of its fi!Ullleing 

If everyone agrees 011 the necessity of such a realization, none of the 
parties coucerned is ready to De aloue in assuming the risks. 

The public sector is disengaging itself of an activity which it has 
left to the private sector. The local private sector is waiting for the 
e•rgence of a reserved arket. The foreign private i:ivestors are •iting 
for the return of their capital, for the :m:nmnt proble11atic. The 
international bodies CUl:&SCO, Ul'IDO, UEP> first want to lllllke sure that: 

- the local participants are deterlll:lned to know where they are going, 
- exchangt!s are possible with neighbouring countries. 

The joint-venture, which seeJ:JS J11Jch practised in lalaysia could be used 
here, according to the followiug conditions for the iuvestment in 
production tools: 

- the public sector would bring tha land and the viability, 
- the international aid, the production equip•ut, 
- the private sector the civil engineering and the sta!f necessary !~r 
the launching. 

The private sector would then run lt till break-even point. 
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I>-The rules far cU.:mnsillnal ccordination chosen by JJalaysia 
cmspared to \\ose used by other countries. 

This issue was presented at the ~:<ccular Cocrdination 7orking Group• on 
the 10th of February 19~7. 

Very briefly, the rules followed can be divide:! into ~hree families: 

1. The rules issued from Scandinavia <Finland, Denmark>. Crosswalls and 
fa~ades, centred, engender nu:mtro~s and costly adaptation spaces. In 
order to Jlini:mize costs, it is uecessiu-y to determine the technology of 
the assembly. The system is closed, ~tndertng any genuine COllpE!titivity 
betwee:::i technolog1es. These are systems in which the design is 
do:Jlinated oy the technology. 

2. The Dutch rules: fa~ades and crasswalls situated in the divisions of 
an alternate screen <TARTAI> which reduces the siza of tne numerous 
indispensable adaptatlon spaces. The systea seems inte1esting at first 
sight for tt is 1110re open to a variety of architectural compositions. 
But it suffers extensively from t~e incompatibilities of certain 
tecnniques with noise, fire and structural requirements. In tnis system 
the technology is depeuda4t on the archite~ture. 

3. The Ac;t; rules: the key idea consists in maintaining !tee I:IO<iular 
spaces as long as poasible. The succesoive sequences re.DZlin 
dil!lensionally cCAJrdinated, theretore open to all catalogue compo~ents 
available on tl.e market. The determination of the te~hnology, left to 
the latest possible 110:ment, allows the economic c~nfrontation of the 
greatest number ot solutions. 
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II-ISSUBS COICHRIIIG 11Ii nnsny OF BOUSIIG 
.DD nm LOCAL GOVEJbi~~1 

A-Analysis and re:mrks on the content of works e%1!Cuted. 
under way or planned 

1. Decision. to retain a unique optioa in vertical coordtDation 

The principal difference between the rules suggested by Xalaysia and 
the ACC rules ref;ides in the selection of the sole option 1 for V£.rtical 
coordination. 

. ALTERNATIVE 1 

Running hqades 
Stai ruse 

Crosswalls 
Partitions 
Inserted Faqades 

Fig I, Key: 
Fe = Fa~ade 
f'1 = Floor 
CW = Crosswall 
St = Stai rcas1 

Coordi ni ted 

Not coordir.1t1d 

n 

n.x. -
M 

ALTERNATIVE 2 

Inserted fiqades 
Cross.alls 
PuUtions 

Running faqadts 
Staircase 

Coordinlted 

Not coordin1t1d 

SOL3TIOI ABAJDOlliD BY XALAYSIA 

According to our interlocutors, tha decision to retain only option 1 
was mctivated by the desire to simplify the process for designers. 
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The industrial consequences on the sizing ;;;f components CFig.1> were 
clearly analyze.:i befoi-e the decision was mrie. Having beforehand started 
the industrialization process with floors and stairs Ccf I C 1>, it was 
logical to seek a rule which would favour these co:nponents: 

- For the flccrs. t~e production having just started, it is possible 
<and desirable) to typify their width, without however hindering the 
process of open industrialization Ccf. II A 2>. 

- For the stairs, it is clear t~~t the adaptation spaces are costly and 
that it is preferable to keep ~he alternative 1. 

- For the crosswalls, it f.s clear that the question of their height 
will be llllCh simplified by a typification of the thiclcness of the 
floors. Jloreover, these crosswalls are and will be manufactured in 
batt&ry J11Julds, in which the height is very simply obtained with wedges 
placed at the bottom of the :moulds. 

Finally, our interlocutors emphasized thz-t such a decision did not 
exclude an opening up to option 2 after 3 or 5 years if conditions justify 
it. 

For all these reasons, and though such a decision may seem toe 
constraining, it does seem adapted to the Malay context. 

However typification of the floor thickness should be studied without 
delay. 

2. Typificatiou of thickness of floors and crDSSlallls 

To proceed with this question, it is necess.ary to consider: 

- the thickness of the floors according to span and overload, 

- the existing technologies and these to be developed, 

- the most frequently found spans in typical plans. 

Prom an important sum of information, it is possible to determine 
statistically a number oi spans which would be cheaper, in the case of 
loads from lodgings, for example. 

As reference, we compiled and handed over to the Modular Coordination 
Working Group a file containing most thickness and span sizes from the 
French production of dimensionally ccoidinated floors. 

We suggested to the group that they proceed with a statistical analysis of 
the spans on a signi!icative sample, representative cf recent projects;. 
Without prejudging the results of this study, it seems that three typical· 
thickness sizes should cover the majority of the needs. 
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3. York to be done OD ~ical and bari%Olltal joints 

Funda:mentally, this question does not concern the legislator but, as it 
conditions the sizing of the components, solely the producer who J11Jst 
ensure an obligation of results inside his sequence. This opinion was 
totally supported by one of the industrialists visited, who summarized it 
in the following fonmla: •Joint is our own fJroblem.". However, as 
experience shows that this issue has not always been subjected to a 
sufficient degree of perfonance, it is useful to undergo a survey which 
would define the amplitude of the different factors of the local climatic 
conditions. 

Very briefly, this study should concern: 

- the local climatic constraints, particularly: 
the differences of temperatures night/day, sunshine/rain, 

. the wind/rain con~~-uttances, 
the hydraulic shrinta~~ values in the local climate, 

- the local cultural constraints resulting from the node of living, 
notably the regular washing of floors to obtain the necessary coolness, 

- the different joint solutions locally used or available on the 
regional market, 

- the allowances admitted for the different manufacturing and 
processing stages of components. 

- the impact of the· nature of interior wall coatings 

4. Prem the programdng of a closed syste• to an open syste• 

As it is presented, the three year programme for the implementation of 
Jllldular coordination in Jfalaysia presents the advantage of a great rigour. 
With successive degrees of difficulties, from 1 to 2 storey houses to 
blocks of flats, via 3 and 4 storeys. 

However, one must not forget that this programme had been planned at 
first for the implementation of a closed system of construction. 

In these conditions, as a closed system engenders an important number 
of costly adaptation spaces, it is logical to insist in this programme on 
the necessity of detenllining a system of preferential sizes, step that 
artificially limits the particular cases. 

Xoreover, as in these systems the technology already exists, it is 
unnecessary to study assembly from an analytical point of view, as any 
change is excluded. 
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The new position taken by Jfalaysia is quite different. It has chosen 
rules for diJEnsional coordination which lead to an open system, that is: 

- Which allows a dimensional compatibility of components from different 
manufacturers. 

- Which delays as much as possible the choice of the assembly 
technology, to maintain their competition as long as possible. 

Some corrections to the planned works then appear necessary. 
issentially: 

-If preferential sizes may see• necessary, particularly in the case ~f 
an industry of components that is just beginning, there lllllY be J10re 
urgent priorities, for exa11ple contacts with industrialists <cf. II B 
l>. 
Jloreover, in open systems, all components pre-exist without the need to 
favour certain sizes. 

- On the other hand, each time there is a genuine demand on the part of 
manufacturers and/or users, it may be necessary to undertake a 
standardization. Which seems to be the case now for doors and windows. 

- Finally, and because an open system. has been chosen, it is 
i1ldispensable to proceed with a thorough study of assemblies. 
This study finds another justification in the fact that it prepar~~ the 
analysis prior to the establishing of a components catalogue. 

5. Analytical study of asse:mblies 

Yhen rules for diEnsional coordination have been established for an 
open construction system, one has the advantage of retaining the choice of 
assembly technology till the last moment, when all the possibilities have 
been envisaged from a technical and economic point of view. Till then, the 
situation of the connection must be analyzed as a space v.ith a joint and a 
connection device. 

- The p~so~bilities of the joint position are nt Jnlimited. The 
determination of the joint position results from a compromise between 
the manufacturer, the designe~. and to a lesser degree the contractor. 

- The technologies are not unlimited either. For example, there are 
about twenty in France, which can be regrouped in a !ew families. 
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The investigation to be undertaken on the analysis of the assemblies 
possible for the industrialized constructions in Xalaysia should therefore 
include: 

- A coding of the positiou of the assembly: using for example a 
cardinal marker, combined with a lateral mrker. 

- An analysis of the ccmnection•s morphology, shaving notably the face 
of the assembly and the associated compouents. 

- l state and typification of thfs technologies used and possible, with 
their conditions of compatioility with local conditions. Local 
practices will be taken into account for their typification 

The sumary of such a study of this sort,realized in its ti• in 
French, and for French technological conditions, and undertaken in view of 
its computerization has been handed over to the lodular Coordination 
Yorking Gr~up. 

In the absence of a definite computerized prograllllE, such a study is 
however necessary because of the analytical ri~r it imposes. 

6. Current form of the examined documn·ts 

The lllOdular . design ~;.:1.de could be improved with certain minor 
lllOdif ications: 

a> The plars 4100 and 4200 are European in their architectural 
inspiration ~~d certain points could shock the Xalay reader. It see11& 
preferable to take a local conception. 

b> The plans 4300 and (400 include a number of overly free 
interpretations of the notion of technical spaces, which should be 
modified, notably for the fa~ades. 

c> Concept VI - Sizing of components 
The drawing of the window does not clearly show the difference between: 

. working s~ze Vs 
and . coordinating size Cs 
It could be replaced for example by a floor. 

Fig.2: Example of deriving wort size CYs> 
from co-ordinating size CCs> 

wit~ Fl = Floor; CW = Crosswall 

Ft ·· 

cw cw 
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B-Rstintion and remarks on the tbree-year Ialaysian prograime 
f~ the prOM>l!on of mdular coordination 

1. Contact structure with caapoueats manufacturers 

Figure 1 of the •terms of refere~ce for the implementation of mcdular 
coordination in Jralaysia• places the Trade Associations at steering 
comd.ttee level, with the evident aia of taking in the feed-back from the 
main participants concerned with the implementation of dimensional 
coordination. 

During the visits effected in the 4 pl.·nts, of which 3 are already 
produci~ components, we noted the lack of relations and mitual cognition 
between representatives of the Xinistry on the one hand, and the 
industrialists on the other. It did not seem obvious that the industry had 
adopted the goverDEntal objectives. 

The conference on the 18th of February 1987 was destined to 
representatives of the Xinistry of Housing, architects and industrialists. 
During this occasion, we noted a lack of participation on the part of the 
industrialists in the debates, though they dealt on a subject that 
concerned them directly. 

These three separate items show necessary it is to :m::>ni tor contacts 
between members of the Modular <:.Jordination Working Group before the term 
of the steering committee. It is essential that a permanent contact be 
established at the earliest in order to allow the necessary ::1Utual 
feedbacks. It should be the XCWG's role to create a climate of confidence 
with these exchanges, ·bringing and spreading their knowledge through the 
results of their work. 

This atnosphere of exchanges and confidence should become the best 
fer:ment for the development of the industrialized production of components. 

2. Cmlpiling the catalogue of components 

The three-year programme represented in tables 3a and 3b of the •terms 
of reference ... • does not include the establishment of the components 
catalogue, which is a necessary element for the creation of an open market 
of components. 

However, in appendix D of the Xcdular Design Guide, item 4 System 
Analyst, the job description of the computer engineer is perfectly defined. 

It becomes necessary to start work on the catalogue of available 
coDpOnents. This work DRJst not be understood as a review cf the useful data 
on the products and accessories used in construction, but rather as a 
genuine catalogue of the available or potential components manufactured by 
the industrialists. Because of the limited current production, this 
catalogue can for the time being be pnsented on paper, which imposes a 
prior analysis, preparing its future computerization. 
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3. Cmiputerizing coardinatioa - Compiling tlle data base 

The logic of computerization is unseparable from the notion o:f open 
industrialization. Indeed, for the :mechaniSlllS of the opening up of 
industrialized components ou the construction market to function, it is 
necessary that: 

a- there is a market for the components. 
Ialaysia is proceeding with an ertension of denand through design 
according to the rules for di•.nsional coordination. 

b- there is a corresponding and :miltiple offer, for the competition of 
technologies and costs. 

c- It is possible and simple to consult the totality of the offer 
available on the market. 

But the ·rules for the Jmdular coordination. imply that for a given 
component, staircases for example, there is a great number cf different 
JIDdels, be it only by miltiplying all the :modular sizes p.:JSSible in length, 
width and height. 

The corresponding catalogue rapidly becomes difficult to manage or 
consult, but especially difficult to update as the components market 
increases. 

That is why, the medium-term computerization of this data is essential. 
Let us note by the way that this method simplifies the increase of choices 
of preferential sizes because all possibilities can co-exist in the data 
base, if the production tool makes their realization possible. 

Because of the limited supply in Ialaysia, an i:mmec!hte compilation of 
this data base is unnecessary. However, it is intere1;ting to compile a 
manual catalogue which would be compatible with a :mediur..-term computerized 
data base, which could be directly fed by the industrb.J.ists themelves. 

Our correspondents told us on several occasions of the difficulties 
they e.ncountered with the coordinating of a rough sketch in option 2. If 
one changes the thickness of a crosswall, the whole project must be gone 
thrl'lugh again. 

CADD <Computerized Assistance for Drawing and Design> offers this new 
ease of design, by allowing this sort of returns inherent to the process of 
economic optimization. They can also be operated on low cost micro 
hardware, with which Xalaysi~ is beginning to equip itself. 

These softwares also have other possibilities, particularly for the 
optimization of the surface of rooms, very interesting in the case of low 
cost. 
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Briefly, computerization of the desig:i and of the catalogue is not a 
tool reserved for countries that have long been familiar wi~h it. It is on 
the contrary a DRan which allows great s~eed, but also :many other 
procedures impossible to realize manually. 

It could be economically viable and stiI11Jlat1ng, for a country 
starting on its industrialization, to invest both in the production of 
COJllX'~ents, and in computerization of design. This investDl!nt stays minimal 
in view of local conditions. The skills required by the use of such system.s 
are present at each stage of constructi011 in the country. 
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C-otlaer Aspects 

1. Coardina~ing plans of terrace-houses 

Cole can esti:mte that at least 90'i of individual houses are realized in 
the form of terrace-houses. Fer the sizing cf the plots, it is the practice 
to divide the estate into lands the sizes of which are ::mlti?ies of 30cm 
C3JO. <It seems that the services concerned easily accepted the change from 
the 30. 5ca foot to the 3)( llJdule of 30cm>. Once they have been determined. 
these :measures are definite, which creates an additional const~aint for the 
sizing of the plans, therefore for the use of industrial components. 

If option 1 Ccf appendix B> does not offer any particular difficulty, 
option 2 on the other band is m>re difficult to deal with though it is very 
i~teresting for inserted fa~ades, frequently found in terrace houses. 

Yi th the experts on this question, we have to this effect compiled a 
note offering solutions to this question. This note, which has net been 
banded over to the J(odular Coordination Working Group constitutes the 
appendix B. 

2. Guarantees offered by the builder to the client-

The guarantee currently offered by the builder is increasing from 6 
mouths to 1 year. Which is not D1Jch, compared with the ten years in 
practice in certain industrialized countries. It was nevertheless 
sufficient while local practice offered s sufficient degree of quality 
resulting fro11 tradition. With the gravity of the economic crisis, the 
:mrket has been reduced and 1 t was necessary to increase productivity, 
so•ti:mes to the detriment of quality. 

It is why it seems judicious to encourage a process which would 
progressively increase the guarantee, and could take place in two stages, 
of 3 then 5 years. Such an extension of the guarantee would be justifiable 
only if accompanied by a corresponding insurance system. 

3. SeiSJd.city of lfalaysia 

The resistance to sismical stress was evoked several times. Two points 
are to be considered: 

a- Malaysia is not situated in an area of sismical risk. 

b- The Tachkent earthquakes in USSR, and studies undertaken in Japan 
have shown the good behaviour of industrialized constructions in 
concrete during earthquak4s, it they have been designed in consequence. 
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Inc!Md., the solution !s not to create monolithic structures, bu\. on the 
contrary strucu:-es tha't can be deformed to stop the floors from slip?ing 
from thei?" support. 

Fig.3 Exillf'I• of 1 sillfJI• connection •ith 1 correct beh1viour in sisaic1J conditions 

- the placed concrete <b> ensures the connection 
- tht keys Cc> take over the sliding stress 
- the bars <a> <for iaportant defor1ation> ensure binding after failure 

4. Probles posed by foundations 

Our interlocutors stated a problem specific to the Kuala Lumpur region. 

The capital of Xalaysia wets founded on a v~ry important mining site for 
the extraction of tin C:Malaysia is the world's first producer of tin>. 

The existing constructions have been realized on sound sround. The 
grou~d •on site• is in fact of very good geotechnical quality. 

The land which is now available for low and medium cost constructions 
are those left, often on old mining sites . 

. The 6 or 12 DDnth guarantees evoked earlier on are not very incitative 
for a sufficient settling of backfills, especially since the settling 
:mechani~"lllS are long term phenomena, which are not speeded up in Jlalaysia by 
winter/summer cycles 

Xoreover, there remain unfilled drives which cave in, and water pockets 
that render the ground unstable. 
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111 - UQJDUDA'i'IOIS 

RecoJ11Endations are the f~llowins. numbered according to their decreasing 
importance. 

A 'Rec•• •-adations to the Ialaysian Govel"11Jlent 

1. Proceed w1. th a thorough investigation of assemblies and connections 
between components allowing: 

- a simplified analysis of connections independent of the technologies. 
- a drawing-up of available technologies and those to promote, 
- the assessment of the possibility and interest of a typification of 

the assemblies 
- the preparation of the computerization of the components catalogue. 

2. Establish td th the industrialists an original structure of permanent 
contact in order to: 

- receive the feed-back as early as possible. 
- create conditions favorable to the development of industrialization. 

3. Undertake a study on requirements to which are subjected horizontal and 
vertical joints of fa~ade components. This study should examine 
particularly: 

- the local clill!ltic sollicitations, 
- the available technologies and those which should be created, 
- the allowances currently practised· locally. 

4. Offer preferential technical sizes for floors and crosswalls related to 
the choice of a unique alteniative in vertical coordination. These 
suggestions must essentially be founded on an analysis of local practicP.. 

5. Avoid an attitude too dogmatic in the field of preferential sizes, which 
could become useless because of: 
- a refusal or. t?:.o !'-"rt of the users, 
- the consulting of the ~talogue. 
One should prefer a mc,:q prag:aatic attitude of standardization 
corresponding to a genuine nece~•ty; for example of doors and windows. 

6. Prepare the compilation of the catalogue of dimensionnally coordinated 
components available in Xalaysia. Undertake this task with the 
industrialists concerned Ccf recoJllJI. 2> 

7. Plan in a further stage, a progressive transition to the computerization 
of coordinated design. then of the catlogue tro2 end of 1987. 
For the time being, prepare this transition with the participation of the 
computer engineers in the work on assemblies and compilation ot the 
catalogue. 

8. Publish a &imple and brief technical note on the application cf the 
rules cf cocrdination in the construction ct terrace houses. 
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B-Reco.-ndatiOD& to UIIDO 

1. Facilitate the introduction of data processing of rough sketches and of 
the components catalogt1e with a financial aid for hardware ~nd 
corresponding software. 

2. Examine the financing possibilities of a typical plant for the 
manufacturing of industrialized components, in relation with the public and 
private sectors. 
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.l - :Reports on visits of 5 plants p.22 
B - Horizontal coordinating of plans for terrace-houses p.31 
C - T-sn givEsn for information day on the 18th Pebruary 1987 p. 35 
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.J»PDDIX A: Report of visits of 5 plants 

Plant visited PDS PU"rr;I HAUS BDllAD 
Lot 12 - Persiaran Selangor 
4G 000 SHAH ALAI 

Persous encountered llJllD SUFUI lllSJIII 
BDilllLD OE ftGJD 
YllCOB JlILill 
BJ' llJJU.IllI B. DCJLLlJI 

Site Jlanager 
Project Jlanager 
Production Jranager 
Adninistration Jlanager 

PUS, when it was founded in 1981, was the result of a jcint-venture 
betM!en PDS and a Ger:mn industrialist. It is now lOO'i PDS. The plant 
cost JIS 10 million in 1982. It has since then produced 5 000 lodgings. 

PDS has a Slllaried staff o:f 350 for th(! plant and the s•.te. 

200 fo~ production 
50 on site, 

100 for the mnagemnt, :maintenance and adlll:instration. 

Two :manufacturing halls capable of producing 55113 per station. The 
Jlinimum strength of the concrete is 35 MPa. The products are manufactured 
cm tilt-up tables in moulds made to order. lini:mum for a project: 200 
identical lodgings. 

The production capacity varies betwe ... n 16 low cost and 2 high cost a 
day. 

The lodging surface produced are: 

- le., cost: 55:m2 
- cluster <low medium cost>: 60-70:m2 
- medium cost: 110-146112 
- high cost: 160112 

For the same service, the cost of the lodgings is somewhat higher than 
in conventional construction, but, according to our hosts, the quality is 
11Uch greater. 

The technology used allows the construction of 8 storeys, but it never 
exceeds 5 because of the lifts l~gally required ave~ 5 storeys. 

Production is on the decline because of the economic recession. 

Unanimcusly, our hosts demand the standardization of the sizes of doors 
and windows. 
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Technological details 

.comer 

asc!nst 
water. 

Thickness of all panels: 12.5cm 
Thickness of parti dons: 6cm 

IJlpre&&iDDS of vi&it 

Production greatly affected by the technclogy ot t~e closed system. If 
the transition to a production of catalogue components for an open system 
seems difficult, it nevertheless seems possible. 

The products seen are of good quality. 

The sallll goes for the housing built with these components. 

The managellllnt, young and dynamic, seems greatly motivated and is 
imaginative in seeking econollical solutions. 

The know-how of the ~eams for the production of components is 
undeniable. 
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Pl.uat visited SllICI J/V SDI BBD 
Lot 1487 Xukim Cheras Off 
56 000 IU.ILA LUJIPUR 

Persons encountm'8d B. Y. YOOJJ Factory Xanager 

The plant mainly produces hollow floor slabs of pre-stressed concrete. 
It was recently built for a project of 2 000 lodgings. Daily production: 
700:112 of floors by two team;. The technology uses the DYCORE System. 

150 
200 
250 

thiclm. 200 Dml -• lodgings 
thickn. 3QO mm - off ices 
thickn. 400 JllDl - parkings 

The elements are produced on 3 beds 180 m long and 1, 20 wide, in the 
open air, with a he~ting hearth for the thermal curing Cheat carrier: oil>. 
The r, ~rete is prepared in a :mixing plant with a volumetric batcher and an 
automatic system for water proportioning <unique in Jlalaysia according to 
our interlocutor>. The cement is a normal Portland which :nakes the~required 
500 PSI <35 XPa> easy to obtain. The pre-stressing cables are Xalaysian. 

Other productiOD& 

- Thick pre-slabs <8 to 10 cm> in reinforced or prestressed concrete, 
60cm wide, probably for parkings. 

- Ion bearing panels of lightweight concrete, as foam concrete, of 0.8 
to 1.4 specific gravity, on which not much information was given. 

lmpre&&iOD& of vi.st 

It showed: 

- The capacity to master an industrial production of elements of pre
stressed concrete. Technology still quite sophisticated, very far from on
site practice. 

- The capacity to produce thin pre-slabs, technolog-1 which seems 
promising in Malaysia because of its compatibility with conventional 
:methods. 

- The possibility of producing elements for di:nensionally coordinated 
floors with no additional investment, because all is left to do is cut the 
~leers at the required size. 
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- The development of a new technology vi.th lightweight concrete panels, 
technology which is still limited in industrialized countries. 

- The mastering of industrial productions using the DDSt recent methods 
of water batching for exaDple. 
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Plant visited SllIJIIZ1J PHRHIBl SDI BBD 
r2 Leboh Allpany 
ItJALA LUJIPUR 

Persons encountered i&FIQUJi JB8 Z.UII Site Engineer 

The contact was Jiii.de during the visit of an important housing prcgrallll:le 
of City Hall, in which 20 000 lodgings were planned <reduced to 15 000 
since then because of the econollic recession>. 

The realization was started. in the forlll of a joint venture between the 
public sector <City Hall> and the private sector. Essentially in low and 
medium cost. The selling prices of the lodgings seen are the followi.~0 : 

- low cost: D 25 000• 
- low •ciium cost: XS 3'! 000 
- Ed1um cost frOJI XS 48 000 <2 rooms> to D 64 000 <3 rooms>. 

The technology used by the firm visited. is that of the tunnel fonawork, 
originated in France. Developed in Xalaysia in joint-venture with the 
Japanese. Technology typical in Europe in the 70s. 

The quality of the realizations visited. show the :mastering of the quite 
celicate know-how required by this technique. 

•XS 1 =USS 0.4 =FF 2.5 <February 1987> 
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Plant visited SO BLOCI SDll BBD 
Lot 4 Bangunan PFIZER 
"6 200 PliT.ILIIG JAY.A 

Persons eDCOUutered YUSTDI I. I . .DG. 
llU$llil ABDUL Dltill 

Production Xanager 
Operation !"a.nager 

SUI BLOCI: is essentially concerned with the industrial production of 
hollow concrete blocks and interlocking paving blocks for road surfaces. 
The design of the blocks is that of the so-called •American blocks•, i. a. 
with thick walls <= 25 JlllS) and open cells. These products generally have 
only 2 cells•. 

The size of the bloc~ are typical of American blocks: 

- length: 400 Jiii, 

- height: 190 ... 
- thickness: 90 1111 to 190 1111. 

Also a production of concrete bricks <110 x 76 x 230 m>. For facing 
blocks, production of elements allDllgst the most recent in the USA: the 
split face blocks and split fluted blocks <Corduray Blocks> which seem to 
interest local architects. 

The interlocking paving blocks have shapes known in the whole world, 
particularly in Australia. 

The plant, covered, is organized around a German p:-oduction line, 
ZEJITH, entirely autoJlllted and operated ty a programmable automaton. The 
installation is one year ol.i and cost XS 2 million CUSS 8 million>. 
Compared to a western installation, handling is not automated and the 
products are left to harden in the open air, the local climate being 
favourable. Between the elevator for the fresh products from the press and 
the lowerator for the hardened products for the pallet loader, the products 
are left on •1egged boards• handled by a fork lift. The cemnt used is a 
normal local Portland. 14.li cemnt in the paving blocks give them a 54 JIPa 
strength, which shows tha high mastering of the ~abrication process. For 
blocks, regulation requires 7 JIPa, but the production generally offers 20 
JIPa. 

According to our interlocutors, local competition essentially comes 
from small manual manufacturers, who maintain a low quality and contribute 
to the degradation of the image of concrete blocks. 

i Co1partd ~o Europ11n blocks: ~hin walls C18 11>, btdding courst, nu11rou1 calls and SO '' 
long. 
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Impressions of visit 

The plant is of a technical standard cOJ1parable to that cf long
industrial:Lzed countries, be it 

- tile machines and equip•ent used: it is the same, 
- autollation by prograiamable automatons 
- productivity, increased it is true. by an abundant and active workforce 
- strength of the products Cit would be excessive in Europe, and 

considered too costly in cement>. 

The diversity of the ::unufactured products show an undeniable wish to 
supply new products to markets not yet exploited.. And the aptitude for 
innovation. for eD.llple in: 

- the split fluted blocks, 
- a system of dry laying of the blocks. the binding of the work ensured 

by a glass-fibre reinforced J1ortar coating. 

From the point of view of the staff. the western visitor notes: 

- the importance of the staff. 
- the quality, youth and Motivation of the management. 

To put it in a nutshell. a genuine aptitude for adapta~ion. 
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Plant visital HUJlli IIDlJSTRIES CJULAYSIA> BERHARD 
.Telan Ielang 
DAL& UJKPUJl 

Persons encountered JlICJWm W. C. IG 
JOllDY C. B. Tll 

Production Manager 
Technical Products Executive 

The plant visited is part of a group of 9, founded in 1939 by an 
Australian ~pany far the production of pipes. The salaried staff of the 
Concrete division of the group Dllllbers 500 <20 engineers>, of which 200 work 
in the Iuala Lullpur plant, the largest. 

The Concrete division can manufacture all concrete products corresponding 
to a market daand. The plant visited showed products as diverse as: 

- pre sb essed bealls of large sizes far road bridges, 
- pipes of all sizes and classes of strength, 
- fa~e panels in standard concrete and GRC, 
- scales of reinforced earth <Vidal Process>. 

The illportant projects are generally realized in joint-venture with other, 
and often foreign, COllpagnies. It is the case for 3 buildings much in the 
public eye in Kuala Lumpur: Pan Pacific, OXBC and especie.lly DAYABUXI, symbols 
of Xalaysia's modernity, realized with a Japanese company. 

The detailed visit of the plant shewed: 

- Pre-stressed beans of large section <span 26.5 m, height: 1.5 :m> for 
road bridges. Remarkable quality of the products. Quite delicate technology 
perfectly mastered in rather difficult conditions Clack of space>. Intelligent 
design of the products. 

- L-shaped breast walls, reinforced earth scales and concrete columns for 
electric lines, all of excellent making, with the characteristic finish of 
plants with abundant labour. 

- Drainage channels, septic tanks and box-culverts, also in rein!ilrced 
concrete and with an excellent finish. 

~oncrete pipes of 300 lllll to 2 000 mm diameter in different classes of 
strength and shapes of joint. At tlte end, a technical note was handed to us, 
for the suing and the placing of the networks realized. with these components. 
Document compiled by the firm, with all placing cases, which reveals its 
mastering of the great skill required by the very complex computing. 

On the other hand, the centrifugal moulding technology used is rather old. 
It achieves good quality pipes but the rather low productivity C:mean cycle of 
20 mns> lad to its abandon in industrialized. countries because of its high 
labour cost. mnm preferred adding work stations to maintain an 
unsophisticated but reliable technology. 

Also noticed: channels with elliptic reinforcement, others with PVC lining: 
two rather sophisticated techniques. 
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- FiD3.lly. fa~de components. the production of which the Jlalay Authorities 
seek to promote. 

Ye therefore were able to see panel£ with incorporated acroterions 13.5 cm 
thick. the organization of the joints was the following: 

Vertical joini: Hori2ontal joint 

On the subject of the Joint. our interlocutor claimed: "the technology of 
the joint is the ~nufacturer's business. The client just wants a Joint that 
will :fulfill its purpose.• 

The external skin of the panels was tiled. and the whole was uf excellent 
work:Danship. 

Ye were also shown equipment for the production of GRC• components, by 
Spray •ethod or Premix method. The moulds are of GRP CGlass Reinforced 
Polymer> and create an appearance of natural wood mith its rough patches. 
Another quite sophisticated technology which seems perfectly :mastered. 

It is the diversity of the technologies grouped in such a limited space 
which impresses the most the visitor: pre-stressing,· GRC, piping machines, 
components: thay are only exceptionally found in the same plant, and this 
emphasizes the will of the firm to open up to all interesting markets 
concerning concrete products. 

The quality of •industrialist• is here largely claimed and demonstrated: 
there seems to be no special relation with a particular contractor, but a 
permanent possibility to found a joint-venture with a principal. lever, during 
our visits, has it been so clearly established that a ::nanufacturer could live 
that way on an open market, without depending on a specific contractor. 

The capacity of 3uch a firm to open up to the market of dimensionally 
coord>.nated components, if the market demand should justify it, is therefore 
made obvious. 
S6la11 Rtinforctd Concrttt, English pr~c111 of r1inforc111nt of the concrttt with glass fibrt 
r11i11tin9 to tht c111nt paste's alkalinity, 
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APPDDIX B 

lllRJZOITAL <DDmII.l.TIIG OP PLUS 
P02 TmlCJi llJOSES 

Pasi:tim of the problea 

The division of the lots of land for the construction of terrasse houses 
is effected by urbanists, before the design of the lodgings. 

T"nis procedure :makes all ulterior adjustment of the size of the lots 
illpossible in order to answer the rules of dimensional coordination, which 
would have finally appeand too heavy, because of its strict dependence on an 
essentially evolving sketch. 

During the transition from the imperial to the metric system, the 
competent authorities accepted to divide the lots with multiples of 30 cms. 

The question for the designer is the following: as the coverage space is 
already determined, how will the rules for dimensional coordination be applied? 

Ye shall only concern ourselves here with the fa~des, as coordination in 
the other direction does not create any particular probl&ll in either option. 
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OPflDI 1 

1. i&sential ptetequisite 

The width of the lots is a multiple of 30 c~. 

2. Lateral shifting of the grid cf 3;{/2 = 15 Cl 

3. Application of the rule of crosswalls centred between two reference _tilanes 

3.1 The thickness of the crosswalls does not effect coordination 

3.2 There can be intenaediate crosswalls or not. 

3.3 Thin crosswalls can be assimilated to partitions 
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Alternative l= displaceJ11ent of grid: 15c111 

4. Consequences on the sizing of the cmaponents 

Consequences of option l in general, i.e.: 

- running fac;ades in horizontal ccordinaticn 
- inserted. fac;ades not in horizontal coordination 
- floors of uncoordinated length. 
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OPTim 2 

1. lissential p1e1equisite 

The width of the lots is a multiple of 30cll 

According to the rules of horizontal dillensional coordination option 2. 
Two possibilities: 

2.1 The SUll of the crosswall th!cknesses on the lot is a aultiple of 30Cll. The 
apty spaces are coordinated.. 

2.2 The su:m of the crosswall thicknesses on the lot is not a multiple of 30 
Cll. Creation of a fictitious technical space which COllpletes up to the multiple 
of 30cm. This technical space is situated so as to create a 11ini11ua disruption 
in the horizontal sizing of the COllponents. For example: 

- air gap of a double separation wall, 
- "particular detail of a f~e. 

In principle, those of option 2 in general, e.g. 

- cladding f a~des not in horizontal coordination 
- inserted fa~des horizontally coordinated, 
- :floors of coordinated length. 

excepting local disruption resulting from the fictitious technical space. 
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ALTERNATl\/E 2 
SIMPLE PARTY W'ALL 

... ·--
l 
J 

DOUBLE PARTI WALL 

\liu...t ..... ,. . , ~ """' - ...... y Cl ..... 

.... 

4 Solutions non ...,istic 
ldoubl• Plr1Y w.111.,.,.... ma witti 
croawall 1hiclcMsl of 15 err. or mcnt 

Option 2: table of di!!arent possible solutions for 
- di!!erant wall th1cltne698& <10, l~ and 20cm> 
- simple or double party walls 
- with ur without in~arme,iary croaawall 
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1;:~ ~iven to participan-cs C'U the oi 18th February 1987 
fer the infon;atior. day on J'odular Coordi112ation 

BUILDIIG YITB CATALnGUli COJIPOJEJTS 

OP COORDIIATED Slz:I 

IALAYSIA 

UJTDO Mission - Fe br uary 198': 

Marc P!it::E 
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1. TD .lC'&OHS- TllIIG PDT II tllli WIStRUCTIOI' 

!he participaAts: Client, Designer, Co~tractor, Xanufactu~er. 

To cut the costs, without losing on the quality ~ industrialized 
buildi:i.g. 

For the Client, it means: to build rapidly, cheaper, with the same 
quality, 

F~r the Coutractor: to build rapidly, in a p!anified form, with no 
fear of ulterior problem;. 

Ye shall consider in turn: 
-the conception of the work: <the Designer> 
-the conception of the components: <the Xanufacturer> 

The lfallufacturer•s poiut m view: 

~ Be wants to cut his costs in order to stay competitive, su he 11Ust: 
-increase his series. 
-simplify his production tools: 

by typifying his products and under-parts, 
with a regular production pace. 

-minimize scraps . 

• He wants tc increase his added value, with the finisping work 
integrated as far as possible. 

• He wants to increase the span of his offer~. therefore he must: 
-supply components that compleJEnt those offered by other 
manufacturers ~ a dimensional compatibility. 

• Ile wants to avoid problems with the Contractor and the Client: 
-a most carefully worked out conception, to avoid having to 
1nterv6ne on the building site. 
-a ~are!ul placing of hiG production ~ a laying-out guide 
-a .mode oi production which can guarantee the 'aesthetic, 
dimensional ... , quality 
-production tolerances previously dete~~ined 
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The Designer's point o£ view 

He bas chosen to design with components, but: 

Se want~ to nreserv~ his archit~tural freedom 
<uearly all the designs can be dimensionnally coordinated ttith 
d17ergences < 15cm, n:ore often than not invisible> 

He wants his design to be independent from technologies in order to put 
them in ~ompetition 

Be wants to be infonEd, with ease and speed, of all available offers <he 
is used to going through catalogues> 

He wants ta kno~ at the earliest the economic impact of his architectural 
choices .. He would like to consult catalogue tarifs 

He looks for a codification of details which would enable •him to 
concentrate on the design <analogy: drawing of screw>, and more 
particularly on the possibility of modifying the whole project without 
having to do the work all over again <analogy: text prc~essing or 
Xultiplan> 

He wants a common language with the industries that provide the 
COllpOnents 

-a •tr:~s-product• ,•trans-technique• and •trans
technologt' expression 
-an independent coding of project and sup?lier on 
tolerances &.nd compatibiliths 
-the existence of previous references which would 
guarantee the supplier's skill 

He is interested in new possibilities: 
special shapes, enriched claddings 

He hopes for a building site devoid of surprises for he kncws the cost of 
on-site interventions. 
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2. BOY Cll TBESi POIITS OF VI:EV BE RBCOICILliD? 

with the help of 3 simple concepts, independent from the products and 
the technologies. 

l>The existence of a grid: 

Classical method used by the building ciesignar. or ;nechanical: 
naturai tendency to end dimensions by 0 or 5. 

But: the designer wants a fine grid, 
the manufacturer wants a rough grid. 

Compromise gener3ted by experience: 
orthogonal reference planes 
horizontal module 3X=30cm 
vertical module X=lOcm 

But it is an ideal representation that d~es not take into account the 
phyGical thickness of the components. Simple and universal rules n:ust 
therefore be established, to be used as reference in specif i~ cases. 

2>Rule for the design af the tmrk 

Create a maximum of interior modular spaces. 

lst ccnsequence: 
in horizontal coordination, the fa~ades are placed outside 

~ creation of a modular space. 

The question of the interior bearing walls then arises: 
their thickness conditions the horizontal components, particularly 
the floor slabs. 

2 alternatives, dependent on the relative costs of the components. 

Alternative 1: continuous grid 
The fayade ret3ins a modular dimension. But the following sequence - the 
floors - are layed out in a non modular space, depending on the width of 
the cross wall& 

~ the floors are not dimensionnally coordinated: an advantage for 
running fa~ades. 

late: for convenience sake, cross walls are placed between 2 reference 
planes. 

Alternative 2: discontinuous grid 
un-coordinated fa~ades are accepted in order to keap dimensionnally 
coordinated floors. 
Consequences: advantage for the production of industrial f lcors. 

advantage !or inserted f a~ades 
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Third rule: technical sizing of the ccmpouent 

The work must be separated in components as close as possible to 
those in the catalogue. 

The determination of the joint technology must be left to the last 
possible lllDment. 

But the work size of the component depends on the chosen alternative. 

vi th Alternative 1: 

running fa«rades will be coordinated 
inserted fa«rades wil depend on the thickness of the cross walls 
<~costly adaptations> 
the floors will not be coordinated <~costly adaptations> 

with Alternative 2: 

inserted fa«rades will be coordinated 
running fa~ades will depend on thickness of cross walls 
floors will be coordinated 

Conclusions: 

for a work to be done: 

the grid fineness is determined 
the joint size preexists 

The designer can make use of the different options tq search for the 
cheapest solution, that is the one which calls on a maxi:mum number of 
catalogue components 
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. 
VERTICAL COORDINATION 
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Fig.2: Consequences of the option 
retained in VERTICAL coordination on the sizing of cc::iiponents 

Wf. tb FC = Fa~ade 
CV= Crosswall 
Fl = Floor 
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3. OF TBli mJLBS PJltlJl1E6D BY DLAYSI.l QI TBli SIZIIG OF 
WJIPUliliS 

Havel opes: 

Horizontal di•nsions 
Alternative 1: running fa~ades: coordinated 

inserted fa~ades: depend on crosswall thickness 
Alternative 2: running fa~ades: depend on crosswall thickness 

inserted fa~ades: coordinated 

Yertical diED&iODS 
height of fa~ades coordinated 

Crass •lls: 

Borizmatal dimnsians 
Alternative 1: length can be un-coordinated 
Alternative 2: total coordination 

Vertical di-DSiDDS 
height of crosswalls depend on thickness of floors. 

Pl oars: 

Width: is coordinated in advance 
~problem; in Alternative 1 
~ease in Alternative 2 

Span: Alternative 1: un-coordinated 
Alternative 2: coordinated 

PartitiOD&: the alternative has no impact, but the height is 
un-coordinated 

Colu:mas/Beams: as for crosswalls 

Lightwight 3D: as for partitions 

Heavy 3D: as for crosswalls 
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PRINCIPAL RULES 
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Join.ts and tolerances: factors to take in.to account 

l. The joint condition 

it accepts a dimensional variation contained between d and D 

.d.. 

D 

2. Jruufacturing tolerances 

Dimensional difference between true di:mensiou and desired dimension. 
It depends on the tool 

3. DiED&ioaal variations of the CO:llpCJDeD.ts 

thenaal expansion 
shrinkage I creep 
mcunical behaviour (deflection> 
impact of the connection 

4. Placing conditions 

allowances for the tracing 
Placing space 
allowances for the placing 

Thes..~ allowances depend on 
the •nuf acturer 
the placer 
the joint technology 
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5 • .JOI.ITS ilD TOLERAJ'CH. SUCCJiSSIYB STBPS FOR I1IB SIZIIG OF A CWIPOlilt 

:Blemnts to t3ie into account 

-role and functioning of a joint in the work 
-dimen;ional tolerances 
-dimension precis!on related to the tech:lclogy 

Successiv~ steps before the detellination of the sizing 

0. Detenlination of the components' characteristics: nature, 
coordination dimensions, associated components, production 
technology ... 

1. Detenaination of the joint. and its noDinal width 

2. Determination of the possible variation of the joint's width 
21 Working out the dimnsional differences of the joint in 
service, resulting from: 

-component dimensions 
-temperature differences 
-shrinkage I creep 
-role of insulating partitions 
-impact of connectio'JlS 

22 Detenlination of the lining's admissible i of di:irensional 
variation 

23 Working out the minimal joint size at the time of placing. 

24 Working out t~e 11aximum joint size ~t the time of placing. 

25 Detenaination of variation range of width 

3. Deter11ination of the tolerance for th& component sizes 

31 DiJEnsional allowances to be respected by components from: 
-variation range of joint width 
-tolerances generated by: 

-work already placed 
-tracing and assembly of these works 
-admitted scrap ratio 

4. Detendnation of work size, from: 

the desired sizes of the components <span between join~ axis - mean 
width of joint> 

allowances for these values 
wear and disturbance of the tool 
frequence of repair of tool 
scrap ratio admitted for components beyond tolerance 
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6. POIURE PIDiPfiCIS Gli&lltlm BT DATA PiOC&SSIIG II DISSIGl'IJ'G FOR 
I:IDOSTRULIZiD Bl'ILDIIG. 

To design using catalogue components implies the existence of such 
catalogues. 
To present all t?a.e available products, it is necessary to combine: 

-all the CO'llpOnents 
-all the sizes 
-all the joint configurations 
-all the technologies 
-all the J11UWfacturers 

This rapidly becoll!S physically ulllllUlageable. 

The offer of all these infonations is highly simplified by data 
processing. 

All the sub-groups pre-exist in the •-=>ry. The user has only to 
constitute his C01lp01l&Dt fro• his needs. 

The computer logic is unseparable from the design with catalcgue 
components dillensionnally coordinated. 

Computer tools available today include: 

data bases 
dimensional and technical data bases, including available sizes, 

accessories, minillllm technical requirements 
econamic data bases, for the estimation of component costs and.of 

the work executed with those components. 

software 
for the capture of designer's rough sketch 
for coordination of a rough sketch 
for testing the technical feasibility Cto see if the sketch is 

feasible with components> 
for short specs registration leading to the manufacture drawing 

of the component 

and, further111Dre, 
software for the mechanical stability of the work 
software for the estimation of the costs. 

ivery manufacturer feeds and updates his own data base for the ccmponents 
he offers. 

Designers are thus able to consult the whole national or regional supply 
through the telematic network. 
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PROGRAM FOR TRANSLATING TRADITIONAL BUILDING PROJECTS 
INTO COMPONEN1S PROJECTS 
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into components projects 




